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Description: The report attempts to blend the factual status of the sector and present a dossier which would enable clients with reliable insights and clear opportunity map for all major verticals associated like Oil & Gas, Power, Roads, Railways, Ports, Aviation and Telecom sector. This research delves deep to and most exhaustively examines the other opportunities associated with other segments of infrastructure like telecom, ports, railways, logistics and aviation which at large remains unaddressed. This report attempts to unveil the opportunities involved financing the infrastructure segment projects and the current status of all the verticals indicated. The report provides highly reliable datasets and excellent insights on infrastructure sector and is a must buy for all allied stakeholders in the business value chain.

The 250+ (approx.) report covers the following topics:

- Infrastructure Growth Map in India
- Current Status of Oil & Gas Infrastructure of India
- Opportunities in Engineering & Construction for Oil & Gas Infrastructure in India
- Current Status of Power Infrastructure of India
- Opportunities in Engineering & Construction for Power Infrastructure in India
- Current Status of Roads & Highways Infrastructure of India
- Opportunities in Engineering & Construction for Roads & Highways Infrastructure of India
- Current Status and Opportunities in Indian Port & Logistics Infrastructure
- Current Status and Opportunities in Indian Railways Infrastructure
- Current Status and Opportunities in Indian Airports Infrastructure
- Current Status and Opportunities in Indian Telecom Infrastructure
- Opportunities in Infrastructure Financing in India

The endeavor of this report is to serve as a guiding tool for anyone who is interested in assimilating a holistic understanding of the key infrastructure sectors in India and the impact they may have on the country's growth and development, making it indispensable for any organization involved with investment in infrastructure sectors in India. It will be especially useful to power, oil and gas companies, airport, port, railway, road & highway, toll plaza/booth developers/operators, institutional investors, private equity firms, asset & fund managers, insurance firms, infrastructure funds, international and national development agencies, infrastructure finance groups in commercial banks, infrastructure sector specialists, financial analysts covering infrastructure sectors, etc. It is also be beneficial to finance managers in infrastructure sector firms.
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